Terms

The following agreement applys to personal portrait photography and the use of delivered image files.

PAYMENT TERMS

All prices are stated inclusive of Swedish VAT. The remainder will be
invoiced in connection with the event. Payment is due 10 days net after
the invoice date. Interest will be charged on overdue payments at the
applicable Swedish reference rate plus 8%. If payment is not done on
the specified date Brandwold Photography has no liability to the client.

DELIVERY

Delivery will take place once final payment has been received. Normally, this will be within 30 days of the event. Delivery may take longer
at peak times. All products and image files shall have been delivered
within three months of the event. The contracting party must review
the digital image files delivered without undue delay and any complaints must be presented to Brandwold Creative AB within a week of
the customer receiving the products/files. Responsibility for backing up
the digital image files will transfer to the contracting party one week
after receipt.
The client hires Brandwold Creative AB for its technical and artistic
expertise and their style of photography. The contracting party is aware
of this and has consulted Brandwold Creative AB’s portfolio on www.
brandwold.se in order to know what to expect with regard to the artistic style of the images. Brandwold Creative AB shall have the right
to select images for delivery. Brandwold Creative AB reserves the right
to publish the images on its website, in social media and for other
marketing purposes. Brandwold Creative AB (as well as the contracting party) undertakes to refrain from selling the images for commercial
use.
When ordering standalone photography the client select the images he/she wishes from an webgallery, in order that the client should be able to select the images he/she likes best. When
ordering package, the client will receive all the selected images from the shoot (Brandwold Creative AB will do the selection). The selected images are delivered both high and low resolution and light post-edited (sharpness, brightness, color, cropping).

OTHER

Brandwold Creative AB undertakes to arrive at the venue(s) in good
time to select suitable settings for portrait photography. Brandwold
Creative AB will respect any guidelines relating to the positioning of
cameras and any limitations imposed by the venue.
The contracting party is aware of the importance of being on time for
the portrait photography session. Lateness will result in fewer photographs being taken. The photographer will always make every attempt
to meet all of the contracting party’s wishes with regard to the images.
However, depending on the scope of the event, this may not always
be possible.
The contracting party is responsible for ensuring that any permits and
liability insurance coverage required for the venue(s) are obtained and
for making sure that any participating individuals and props are presents. The contracting party also undertakes to ensure that any items
that are to be photographed are satisfactorily insured. Brandwold Creative AB is not responsible for any injuries suffered by individuals, nor
for any loss of items. Brandwold Creative AB’s carries equipment and
liability insurance. Brandwold Creative AB is responsible for bringing
back-up equipment in the form of a spare camera body and for saving
image files onto two separate memory cards throughout the duration
of the assignment.
Neither party shall have any obligation toward the other in the event
of the agreement being terminated as a result of serious illness (a
doctor’s certificate shall in such circumstances be required), accident
or force majeure. Force majeure includes but is not limited to: war,
fire and terrorist attacks. In the event of serious illness, accident or a
similar, unforeseen, event the parties shall have the right to cancel the
assignment and any amounts paid will then be repaid without delay
(the contracting party will in such circumstances still be responsible
for covering travel and accommodation costs, which will not be repaid).
By hire me as photographer, the contracting party declares themselves
to be fully aware of the terms for the photography assignments outlined above.

Travel costs

Free of charge within 30 km from Vallentuna, then mileage will be
added by 40 SEK per 10 km. For shooting at other locations will costs
associated with the trip be added, the costs are depending on airline
tickets, hotels and so on. Please contact me to get a price for your
location.
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